Donna Wartman’s Newly Released “Once Over Easy” is a Charming Memoir of a Life Full of Scrambled-egg and Otherwise Moments.

“Once Over Easy” from Christian Faith Publishing author Donna Wartman is a colorful volume of anecdotes and relived memories, largely involving family, grandpa’s farm, and all sorts of animals that make surprising appearances in the author’s life, leaving a lasting impression and interesting lessons for later generations to remember.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- “Once Over Easy”: a poignant autobiography of life’s broken-egg surprises. “Once Over Easy” is the creation of published author Donna Wartman, a self-described giver who lived on a lake surrounded by family and farm animals.

Wartman writes, “Once Over Easy is actually describing my life. You may like me, occasionally break an egg yolk, which is known as a ‘broken yolk day’ (things going badly). After filling a bowl with ‘broken yolks,’ what to do? Scrambled eggs is the answer! The following stories are true stories of my life, mostly ‘once over easy’ with a few ‘scrambled eggs’ tossed in. I hope you enjoy.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Donna Wartman’s new book is a wholesome, lingering perspective of life and family.

Wartman shares her story with a ray of optimistic sunshine, reminding readers that no matter how many eggs one breaks in the pursuit of the perfect over-easy creation, there is something valuable to be had and treasured every step of the way.

View a synopsis of “Once Over Easy” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Once Over Easy” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Once Over Easy”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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